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Last week, BTC failed to break the $47.5
barrier, causing the asset to recover its
bearish trend. At the moment of writing,
Bitcoin has been gradually raising its floor
price to $40K and it's now trading towards
the $48K resistance once again.
 
If buyers succeed to print another bullish
daily candle, BTCUSD could retest the
$48K level sooner than expected. A break
below the ascending channel (highlighted in
green) could clear the path for a possible
retest of the $37K area. 
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Ethereum (ETH)
The bullish conviction is now being tested against
the $3,200 value area. Similar to BTCUSD, Ether
seems to be undergoing a short-term bullish
correction, nonetheless, its daily candles still need
to confirm the momentum by printing another
"Engulfing" candle. 

The Ethereum price continued to make successive
moves higher over last few days causing investors
to go long on the pair. For the bullish outlook to
remain valid, bulls must manage to bring the price
above the $3400-$3200 area. If the inflection point
sharpens, Eth could revisit the upper band of the
ascending channel ($3,800).
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Binance Coin (BNB) 
BNB turned around sharply from the $350
level indicating strong buying at lower levels.
Buyers have been counting to purchase
pushing the price back to the upper band of
the ascending channel. 

At the time of this analysis, BNBUSD
remains in an intraday consolidation. The
equilibrium could tilt in favor of buyers if the
price sustains above the $450 resistance. A
closure above this level will increase the
possibility of a up-move to $500.
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XRP XRP price is now facing a consolidation around
the $0.80 area. Traders must remain cautious
as a breakout is needed before any trade
position is placed.

If bulls manage to overcome the $0.90 barrier,
momentum may pick up and the XRPUSD pair
could rally back to the $1 value area.  The
resulting move could also cause the price to
recover previous monthly highs. Contrary to
this assumption, if the price breaks the
consolidation pattern to the downside, it will
suggest that sellers are likely to attempt to pull
the pair to the $0.60 support line.
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Cardano (ADA) On the daily timeframe it is clear the bulls have
a strong demand at lower levels as there was a
strong rejection at the $0.80 level. 

On the weekly timeframe, price action remains
flat around the $0.80 liquidity zone.  If the price
turns up sharply from the current level of
support, bulls will again attempt to push the
price back to the $1.20 level. Alternatively, if the
price fails to sustain the $0.80 area, bears will
attempt to push the pair below the current
demand zone back to the $0.40 area. 
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Solana (SOL) The long tail on the last daily candlesticks
suggests strong buying sentiment at lower
levels (such as the $100).  At the time of
this analysis, SOLUSD is trading within an
ascending channel which has been
respected since the end of Jan. 

If the price bounces strongly from the
current level, it will suggest the pair could
potentially revisit $140. A break below the
channel (highlighted in green) could open
the doors for a possible drop to $80.
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Terra (LUNA) LUNA delivered a very strong bounce after a
double bottom at the $78 mark, rising nearly 27%
to almost $100 in less than 5 days. 

LUNAUSD seems to be set to claim the
$110-$100 resistance once again. With the $100
level becoming critical to the price action for
LUNA, it remains the support that it must hold. 

With Bitcoin indicating it may have bottomed out
in the short term, and the TERRA daily candle
signalling strong buying momentum, the $119
mark seems a realistic target to be claimed. 
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